U.S.S. Gryphon  NCC-42101
Mission Transcript
Stardate 9909.17

Host BlancaAGM says:
Mission Summary: The U.S.S. Gryphon is currently orbiting Antera IV, while an Away Team has been sent to the surface to find the scientific team. The settlement has been located in the Southern Hemisphere, by a mountain region. There is a magnetic field in the area, which interferes both with sensor scans, and communications.

Host BlancaAGM says:
<<<<<<<<<BEGIN GRYPHON MISSION>>>>>>>>>
Host COspencer says:
::on the bridge, the away team on the planet.. Spencer looks worried but she knows the team is doing their job::
CIV_Ian says:
@::Tesla and Ian sit in the shuttle waiting to debark::
TO_Novack says:
@::about to get out of chair to lead out AT of the shuttle::
XOMorgan says:
@::gets up and heads towards shuttle exit, notices a slight unpleasant aroma emanating from Tesla as he passes::
EO_Tiraz says:
@::  lands shuttle and waits for others to exit.. picks up engineering toolkit and phaser::
TO_Novack says:
@XO: it's better if you let me out first so I can make some security sweeps, sir
CE_Susman says:
:: on the bridge, targeting the away team in the needs of beam them back ::
XOMorgan says:
TO:  Be my guest Ensign.
FCO_Kim says:
::maintains the ship's orbit::
CIV_Ian says:
@::the pair decide that discretion is the better part of valor and decide to be the last off the shuttle::
EO_Tiraz says:
@:: exits shuttle and pulls out tricorder::
YEOJensen says:
::stands at the back of the bridge and glances from Station to Station to Station examining the results he is seeing::
Host COspencer says:
::watches the bridge crew work on getting the sensor relays online::
CE_Susman says:
:: checks on the sensors ::
TO_Novack says:
@::walks to shuttle door and exits out with tricorder in my one hand and phaser in other hand::
ENSBrooks says:
@::exits shuttle right behind everyone::
CIV_Ian says:
@::Ian and Tesla follow Brooks out::
Host COspencer says:
FCO: Is the shuttle on the planet yet?
CIV_Ian says:
@::Tesla scampers off to make a quick search of the area::
EO_Tiraz says:
@:: scans to southern mountains::
XOMorgan says:
@::walks out onto surface and looks around::  EO: Where is that settlement from here?
TO_Novack says:
@::see on my tricorder, and it says nothing hostile::
CIV_Ian says:
@::gets tricorder out and runs a few calibration scans::
EO_Tiraz says:
@XO: To the south sir..
TO_Novack says:
@XO: the settlement is on the west, sir
FCO_Kim says:
CO: yes sir the shuttle just landed
CE_Susman says:
:: checks the AT’s status :: CO: They are, Captain
XOMorgan says:
@*CO*:  We are on the ground, I'm going to have a look at the settlement to the west.
Host COspencer says:
FCO: Take us in as close as we can get.. stay in contact with them please..
EO_Tiraz says:
@XO: Who do you want to take point sir?
FCO_Kim says:
CO: Aye sir
CIV_Ian says:
@::scanning to see if he can locate the source of sensor interference... is it a natural phenomenon.... hmmmm::
EO_Tiraz says:
@:: looks worried, hopes it isn’t him::
FCO_Kim says:
::brings the ship into a lower orbit::
Host COspencer says:
::nods at him and goes to see how Loren is doing on the relays::
XOMorgan says:
@ALL:  Ens. Novackiva take point, let’s head for the settlement.
TO_Novack says:
@XO: yes sir
YEOJensen says:
ACTION: A minor fluctuation is noticed in the life support systems of deck 4 - Junior Officers Quarters.
Host BlancaAGM says:
Scenery: The area is not densely vegetated. To the west, the landscape goes uphill and there can be seen the peaks of the nearby mountains. Thousands of butterflies fly away as the members of the AT make their way to the settlement.
ENSBrooks says:
@XO: yes sir
EO_Tiraz says:
@XO: Aye sir.. ;: Continues scans ::
TO_Novack says:
@::takes the point and leads the AT to the settlement::
YEOJensen says:
::hears a sudden bleeping from a console and glances up in mild surprise::
CE_Susman says:
:: wonders how close how the FCO put the ship, and looks at him ::
EO_Tiraz says:
@:: waves hand with tricorder at butterflies ::
CIV_Ian says:
@::follows along at the tail of the AT::
TO_Novack says:
@XO: there it is, can you see the settlement?
Host COspencer says:
::looks over to the beeping sound:: CMO: what is that?
CMO_Loren says:
CO: I don't know.
ENSBrooks says:
@:: follows the rest of the away team::
XOMorgan says:
@::looks over to where the TO is pointing::  TO:  Yes.
EO_Tiraz says:
@::looks and see settlement. smiles ::
CE_Susman says:
:: as the OPS panel starts to blink, he's attention goes back to it :: CO: Captain, I'm reading a minor problem with the Life Support system on Deck 4. I'm sending an Engineering Team to repair it.
TO_Novack says:
@XO: we should check whatever communication system settlement has, sir
Host COspencer says:
::reads the terminal::  *CEO* Check on deck four.. I see a life support fluctuation
CMO_Loren says:
CO: Do you wish me to send relay beacons?
CIV_Ian says:
@::scanning the settlement.. paying particular attention to the "labs"::
XOMorgan says:
@*CO*:  We can see the settlement.  Nothing unusual to report so far.
Host COspencer says:
::turns:: CEO: Sorry thought you were down stairs .. ::grins::
Host BlancaAGM says:
ACTION: There is nobody in the settlement.
TO_Novack says:
@::walk downhill and toward the settlement, sees the main lab in the center of settlement::
Host COspencer says:
CMO: Loren: Yes.. now please
EO_Tiraz says:
@:: scans settlement.. sees a Lab.. smiles ::Self: Cool..  Maybe I will see something good there.
CIV_Ian says:
@XO: I detect no life signs, commander
CMO_Loren says:
::send relay beacons::
XOMorgan says:
@AT:  Spread out and check the buildings, search for any members of the science party or clues to their whereabouts.
TO_Novack says:
@::takes out my phaser and ready to defend myself and AT::
CE_Susman says:
CO: aye.
YEOJensen says:
::nods in approval at the CEO and the Captain before moving to a secondary panel and glancing at the problem::
EO_Tiraz says:
@XO: Aye sir.. ::smiles::
CMO_Loren says:
CO: I have sent them and am monitoring them
TO_Novack says:
@XO: yes, sir
CIV_Ian says:
@wanders towards the settlement::
ENSBrooks says:
@XO: yes sir
XOMorgan says:
@CIV:  Any evidence of the signs that we were picking up on Gryphon?
Host COspencer says:
::returns to her seat and sits.. monitoring the away team::
EO_Tiraz says:
@XO: Split up.. separately?
YEOJensen says:
::stands halfway between the command deck and the tactical deck::
CIV_Ian says:
@XO: negative, Commander... my tricorder scans APPEAR clear at this point
TO_Novack says:
@::walks into the main lab of settlement::
ENSBrooks says:
@::enters a couple of house and scans the area. nothing looks abandoned::
XOMorgan says:
@AT:  Stay in contact with each other, I don't want anyone alone.  Groups of two preferably
Host COspencer says:
::turns:: Yeoman: How goes it with the stink problem?  ::is not smiling::
EO_Tiraz says:
@XO: Yes sir.. :: starts toward main lab parallel to TO, but at a distance::
TO_Novack says:
@::sees the main lab is orderly and clean, appears nothing remarkable happened here::
YEOJensen says:
<CPO_Hirder> *CEO*: Chief, we are picking up a nasty rattle on deck four ... section 13 forward.
CE_Susman says:
*Johnson*: Bridge to Main Engineering: Take a team and go to Deck 4, section 16. Seems to be that an atmospheric generator is failing.
EO_Tiraz says:
@:: looks to Brooks::Brooks: Will you join me?
YEOJensen says:
::raises an eyebrow at the Captain:: CO: Just fine sir ...
CMO_Loren says:
CO: We seem to be picking up thousands of flying lifeforms - insects, I believe.
Host COspencer says:
::looks at the console and sees the relays:: CMO: Good Loren.. thank you
XOMorgan says:
@::moves to join civilian and head towards the settlement.
TO_Novack says:
@*XO*: I’ve come in the main lab, and it seems nothing has happened here, it's clean and ordered, sir
CIV_Ian says:
::Tesla comes bounding up, having found nothing beyond butterflies outside the settlement::
ENSBrooks says:
@EO: ok but hold on for a second.
XOMorgan says:
@*TO*:  Any sign of the scientists?
EO_Tiraz says:
@:: looks over scans of building. ::Brooks: Okay..  ::stops:::
CIV_Ian says:
@Tesla: Do you smell any traces of any humans besides us here?
CE_Susman says:
*CPO Horder*: Section 13?!!?!... *Johnson* Go over Section 13, Ensign. FAST!!. I don't want it to be spreading!
Host COspencer says:
CMO: Insects? Are they natural occurrences or does it look odd?
TO_Novack says:
@*XO*: nothing on my tricorder, no life signs, the main lab analyzes the rocks, sir
ENSBrooks says:
@::taps comm badge:: ENSBrooks to XO. XO, come in
CMO_Loren says:
CO: Natural lifeforms indigenous to the area.
TO_Novack says:
@::takes a closer look at the rocks::
XOMorgan says:
@*TO*:  Keep looking...Morgan out.
Host COspencer says:
CMO: Good.. nothing like insects to ruin a picnic..
EO_Tiraz says:
@:: Looks back to Brooks.. then continues with scans.   finds interference to the left::
XOMorgan says:
@Civ:  Are you still picking up interference from the geologic formations?
ENSBrooks says:
@EO: ok lets go.
Host COspencer says:
CEO: A problem on deck four?  What is it?
TO_Novack says:
@::sees nothing on my tricorder::
CE_Susman says:
<Johnson> :: reaches Deck 4, section 12. Runs to section 13. ::
EO_Tiraz says:
@XO: There's some interference to the left of me.. Investigating sir.
YEOJensen says:
::leans against a wall slightly figuring the Captain probably won't need anything for a few moments::
EO_Tiraz says:
@Brooks: Follow me please..
TO_Novack says:
@::walks around the main lab and find nothing remarkable::
XOMorgan says:
@*EO*:  Acknowledged.
ENSBrooks says:
@EO: yes sir
EO_Tiraz says:
@XO: Keeping channel open sir..
ENSBrooks says:
@:: follows the EO::
TO_Novack says:
@::exits the main lab and looking for the AT::
CIV_Ian says:
@XO: Some interference bearing  274... Tesla also detects some scent traces, probably from the scientists, in that direction
EO_Tiraz says:
@:: walks towards the interference.. wonders ::
CE_Susman says:
*CMO*: Bridge to Chief Medical Officer: Mr. Loren, please send some doctors to Deck 4, section 13. There would be some sophocated people.
CMO_Loren says:
*CE*: Acknowledged.
Host COspencer says:
::gets up and goes to Loren:  CMO: have we any more information on the away team..?  ::turns to FCO::  FCO: Get  them on the COM.. Let’s get a report
XOMorgan says:
@::looks around some of the buildings, keeping Ian and Tesla in sight:: Civ:  Well let's see what Tesla may have found shall we?
TO_Novack says:
@*XO*: sir, where are you?  I found evidence that somebody is intend living here though there's no life sign on my tricorder, sir
YEOJensen says:
ACTION: As Johnson looks around and examines the problem, the rattle quickly becomes a vibration.
FCO_Kim says:
CO: aye sir
EO_Tiraz says:
@::Heart starts to race.. Hopes that nothing dangerous is in that interference field.. continues ::
FCO_Kim says:
::hails the away team::
CIV_Ian says:
@XO: Okie-dokie... motions for Tesla to lead the way::
ENSBrooks says:
@::continues to follow the EO::
CMO_Loren says:
*Sick Bay* Dr. Acervan, please send a med team to Deck 4, Section 13
XOMorgan says:
@*TO*:  I am about 150m to your southeast.  Repeat last transmission please.
Host BlancaAGM says:
ACTION: There is a well-worn path, heading west, up the rocky mountain slopes.
TO_Novack says:
@::quickly brings up the tricorder and sees the AT's relative position and walks toward XO::
EO_Tiraz says:
@Brooks: Get you phaser ready.. ::looks down at his toolkit ::
Host COspencer says:
CMO: Go ahead if you’re needed..
ENSBrooks says:
@EO: yes sir ::gets phaser set and ready::
CMO_Loren says:
CO: Dr. Acervan will take care of it.
CIV_Ian says:
@::Ian follows Tesla west towards the interference and scent trail, following the path::
TO_Novack says:
@XO: sir, did you hear  what I said, sir?
CMO_Loren says:
CO: No more from the AT
CE_Susman says:
<Johnson> :: feels a vibration, near the wall :: *CE* Johnson to Bridge: I think you should come here, sir. We've vibrations.....
Host COspencer says:
::nods:: CMO: Good.. nice to know you have them trained well enough to not need you for everything ::smiles::
Host COspencer says:
FCO: have we the away team yet?
ENSBrooks says:
@EO: ready sir
FCO_Kim says:
CO: I hailed them sir
XOMorgan says:
@*TO*:  Be more specific, please.  Someone or something is living in the labs?
YEOJensen says:
::moves away from the wall glancing up at the Captain:: CO: Captain, do you hear that?
TO_Novack says:
@XO: I found a bitten sandwich in the lab, sir
CMO_Loren says:
::Dr. von Arnsfeldt reports to Deck 4, Section 13::
EO_Tiraz says:
@:: continues to interference field..  Starts to get even more worried:: Brooks: Good
Host COspencer says:
::moves to him:: FCO: well if they have no answered try again please
CIV_Ian says:
@::humming Follow the Yellow Brick Road as he goes down the path::
YEOJensen says:
ACTION: Suddenly a bulkhead blows away and a wall seems to disintegrate directly in front of Johnson who is immediately sucked out into space. Emergency bulkheads fall into place sealing the compartment Johnson was in. Hull Breech alarms shriek on the bridge.
FCO_Kim says:
CO: trying again sir
XOMorgan says:
@TO:  Any idea how old? Days, weeks?
Host COspencer says:
Jensen: hear what?  ::listens::
CE_Susman says:
*Johnson*: Blasted.... The gravity generator..... Ok. Turn it off once you've evacuated the section people. 
YEOJensen says:
::grabs the wall as the sirens suddenly wail::
FCO_Kim says:
::hails the away team::
XOMorgan says:
@::gives civilian a strange look::
Host COspencer says:
::jumps:: ALL: Red alert !
TO_Novack says:
@XO: 2 hours at most, whoever there took off in hurry, sir
Host BlancaAGM (RedAlert.wav)
CE_Susman says:
:: stands up ::
EO_Tiraz says:
@::  Is getting closer to interference field ::
YEOJensen says:
::quickly moves back to a life support station trying not to be in the way as the tone of the bridge suddenly changes significantly::
Host COspencer says:
CEO: What in blazes... YEOMAN: Internal scans Mr Jensen.. take that console ::points::
CE_Susman says:
Well.. This is worse.. CO: I'm going down
CIV_Ian says:
@::Tesla scampers ahead...  trying to see if he can find anything::
CE_Susman says:
:: runs to the turbolift ::
ENSBrooks says:
@::follows closely behind the EO::
EO_Tiraz says:
@Brooks: Stay close to me.
Host COspencer says:
CEO: I should think it is worse.. !
XOMorgan says:
@TO:  Well, perhaps they went this way.  ::motions to path::
FCO_Kim says:
COM: AT: Gryphon to away team the captain would like a report
CIV_Ian says:
@Tesla: Don't get too far ahead..  ::mutters, wasting my breath probably and goes back to humming::
TO_Novack says:
@XO: yes, sir  ::taking point where XO pointed::
CE_Susman says:
CO: You think I don't think so. Let me work. It'll be short, I hope
TO_Novack says:
@::looks around to see XO coming up behind me::
CE_Susman says:
Computer: place force fields on deck 4, sections 12 to 14
XOMorgan says:
@*EO*:  Report, have you found anything?
CMO_Loren says:
<Computer> CMO: Analysis of insects: They are butterflies.
CIV_Ian says:
@XO: Picking up some life signs now... still faint
Host COspencer says:
CEO: Lets see to it.. ::frowns at his remark::
XOMorgan says:
@Civ: Human?
CIV_Ian says:
@XO: Still can't pin down the source of the interference, tho
YEOJensen says:
ACTION: A significant shimy begins to be felt throughout the deck plates of the Gryphon.
EO_Tiraz says:
@*XO*: Not yet.. just going to enter the field sir.
Host COspencer says:
YEO J: Report Mr Jensen
CIV_Ian says:
@XO: yes
CMO_Loren says:
CO: The insects are butterflies.
YEOJensen says:
CO: Aye sir .... ::heads for the indicated console and pulls up internal sensors::
CE_Susman says:
:: enters the turbolift as he also frowns at her becase she thinks he's work isn't good ::
CE_Susman says:
<< because >>
XOMorgan says:
@*EO*:  Stay in contact.
TO_Novack says:
@::slowly walking and following the trail XO had pointed out::
EO_Tiraz says:
@:: enters field.. sees life signs::
Host COspencer says:
CMO: I am sorry Loren but i have more than butterflies on my mind.. get an internal scan on deck four.. what is happening down there?
CMO_Loren says:
*SO Syon* Please see if science personnel can assist engineering with the hull breach.
CE_Susman says:
TL: Deck 4, section 12
YEOJensen says:
CO: Confined hull breech ... deck 4 ... section 13.  Vertical breech.
CE_Susman (forcefld.wav)
ENSBrooks says:
@::enters field along side of the EO::
CMO_Loren says:
CO: Hull breach.  I am sending science personnel there.
Host COspencer says:
*CEO* Get those decks sealed unless you have already done so..
EO_Tiraz says:
@XO: Sir.. I've found life signs sir.. ::looks back to Brooks ::
TO_Novack says:
@:::continues to scan around for any signs of hostile intents::
XOMorgan says:
@*EO*:  Location of lifesigns?
Host COspencer says:
CMO: Good.. ::standing in the middle of the bridge wishing she could go see what is happening::
EO_Tiraz says:
@*XO*: Just within the Field sir..
CIV_Ian says:
@:;stops suddenly:: XO: Something wrong up ahead... Tesla is scared
TO_Novack says:
@::hears EO chatting with XO while I continuously scans around the scene::
CE_Susman says:
:: wonders how a hull breach would be vertical without a phaser cutter :: *CO*: Copied
YEOJensen says:
ACTION: Emergency bulkheads fall into place throughout the affected area of deck 4 ... also 3 and 5.
Host COspencer says:
Yeo/CMO: Any repots on the cause yet?
Dr_Balza says:
@ ::Peers around a boulder, and immediately opens fire on the Away Team::
Dr_Balza  (HandPhaser.wav)
EO_Tiraz says:
@:: scans further into the field ::
XOMorgan says:
@::moves up to come even with civilian::  CIV: Any ideas as to what?
Host BlancaAGM says:
ACTION: disrupter fire surrounds the AT.
YEOJensen says:
CO: Negative sir .... ::examines sensor return closer::
TO_Novack says:
@ALL::fire!
Dr_Balza says:
@ ::Continues firing with the others::
CMO_Loren says:
<SO Syon> *CMO*: Affected areas are Decks 3,4,5
XOMorgan says:
@ALL: Take Cover!!
TO_Novack says:
@::quickly dives on the ground::
CIV_Ian says:
@::drops to ground::  XO: Uhhh... an ambush, maybe?
EO_Tiraz says:
@:: Hears disrupter fire.. ducks ::
ENSBrooks says:
@EO: maybe the field is messing up our tricorders, sir.
TO_Novack says:
@::attempts to return the fire::
XOMorgan says:
@::dives to ground by civilian::  CIV:  Ya think!?
Host COspencer says:
::swears to her self::  COM AWAY TEAM: Report Morgan NOW!  :;suspects sabotage::
CE_Susman says:
Computer: Increase the force field level.
CE_Susman (turbolift.wav)
CMO_Loren says:
*All available science personnel* Please report to Decks 3, 4, and 5 to assist engineering.
XOMorgan says:
@*CO*:  We are coming under disruptor fire!
Dr_Balza says:
@ ::Continues firing at the Away Team, not certain who they are::
EO_Tiraz says:
@Brooks:: Okay..
TO_Novack says:
@::rolls to find better cover and trying to return fire::
XOMorgan says:
@::looks around trying to determine location of fire::
Host COspencer says:
COM AWAY TEAM: DO you require a beam up Mr Morgan or do you have it under control.. ?
YEOJensen says:
::looks up:: CO: Captain, structural integrity on deck 4 has been severally compromised ... recommend sealing off the deck and evacuating personnel to decks 3 & 5.
CE_Susman (accept2.wav)
CE_Susman (accept3.wav)
ENSBrooks says:
@::dives down to the ground rolling to cover::
Host COspencer says:
::turns:: YEOMAN: Do it.. !
TO_Novack says:
@XO: are you alright, sir?
CMO_Loren says:
::Dr. Collins on ground, returns fire::
CIV_Ian says:
::Tesla creeps towards the source of fire::
EO_Tiraz says:
@:: Looks back to Brooks:: Brooks: That was close
XOMorgan says:
@*CO*:  We can't locate the attackers yet...::fires phaser on stun at form in distance::
Host COspencer says:
*CEO* : What is going on  Mr Susman.. we are losing decks. ?
ENSBrooks says:
@EO: too close for comfort.
Dr_Balza says:
@ ::Opens fire on someone who is communicating with someone else::
CIV_Ian says:
@::Tesla sees a strange human firing at the AT, gathers himself for an attack::
CE_Susman says:
*Main Engineering*: All Engineering Personnel, report to deck 4, section 12.
Host COspencer says:
COM: AWAY TEAM: Say the word Morgan and we have you .. all locked on ::looks to FCO to make sure:; FCO: yes?
XOMorgan says:
@TO:  I'm fine Ensign.  Keep laying down cover fire.
EO_Tiraz says:
@*XO*: What’s going on?.  I'm just an engineer.. :: wonders if it was a good idea to be on the AT::
YEOJensen says:
::nods at the Captain:: CO: Aye sir ..... ::begins 30 second countdown to evacuation of deck 4.:: *All Hands*: Evacuate Deck four ... I repeat, this is Yeoman Jensen speaking on behalf of the Captain, Evacuate Deck 4.
ENSBrooks says:
@::ducks again covering head::
CE_Susman says:
:: reaches Deck 4 :: *CO* I don't know yet, Captain. I've to investigate first
CIV_Ian says:
@::six sets of razor sharp claws come out...::
TO_Novack says:
@XO: we better call reinforcements or beam up, sir
CMO_Loren says:
::Dr. Collins grabs Tesla to keep it away from the battle::
FCO_Kim says:
CO: aye sir, I have a lock on all of them
YEOJensen says:
::moves over to the OPS panel so he can better keep an eye on things::
XOMorgan says:
@*EO*:  We are being fired upon by unknown persons.  TO:  Cease fire!
Host COspencer says:
ALOUD: Someone cut that blasted red alert Klaxon in here..
TO_Novack says:
@::ceases the phaser fire::
FCO_Kim says:
::prepares to beam away team when ordered::
CMO_Loren says:
::cuts Klaxon::
Host COspencer says:
*CEO* Alright Dario.. but hurry
XOMorgan says:
@::yelled aloud::  Please cease fire!  We are here to help!
EO_Tiraz says:
@:: sets toolkit down toolkit:: *XO*: Do you need help sir?
CE_Susman says:
*CO* On the way, sir.
TO_Novack says:
@XO: i am ceasing the phaser fire, are you sure you want me to do that, sir?
Dr_Balza says:
@ ::Fires for one more moment... and then stops slowly, peering around the boulder:: Who are you?!?
CE_Susman says:
:: goes to the fallen panel :: What the..... 
TO_Novack says:
@Balza: we are Federation officers, cease and surrender!
XOMorgan says:
@Balza:  I am Lt.Cmdr Jeff Morgan, Starfleet.  Please stop shooting we are here to help.
Dr_Balza says:
@ ::Screams out, prepared to fight again:: What do you want?!?
EO_Tiraz says:
@:: Scans for the source of the disrupter fire::
CMO_Loren says:
@::Dr. Collins lowers weapon::
YEOJensen says:
ACTION: Access to the affected areas of deck four is limited due to Emergency Bulkheads being in place.
Host COspencer says:
::moves to Loren’s station:: CMO: have we the internal scans yet? What is happening to my ship?  ::breathless::
Dr_Balza says:
@ ::Gestures to his 25 other men to back down for a moment:: Once again, what do you want?!?
XOMorgan says:
@TO:  AT EASE Ensign!
CMO_Loren says:
CO: Emergency Bulkheads on deck four
ENSBrooks says:
@::looks in all direction while scanning for the source::
CIV_Ian says:
@:;Tesla wiggles free from Collins as she fusses with her weapon and bounds off::
TO_Novack says:
@XO: fine, sir
EO_Tiraz says:
@:: pulls out phaser.. and continues to scan, wonders ::
Dr_Balza says:
@ ::Coldly:: Are you?
Host COspencer says:
CMO: Alright.. do we have a cause yet?
Dr_Balza says:
@ XO: Which ship are you from?!?
TO_Novack says:
@::still has phaser on standby::
CIV_Ian says:
@::heads around behind Balza, blood in his eyes::
CMO_Loren says:
CO: SO Syon attributes is uncertain.
XOMorgan says:
@Balza:  We have been sent to find out what happened here.   I am from the USS Gryphon.
EO_Tiraz says:
@Brooks: Have you found the source of the disruptor fire?
CE_Susman says:
Bloody thing... :: goes to Deck 5 ::
CMO_Loren says:
CO: Syon BELIEVES it to be due to the planet
Dr_Balza says:
@ <3 Men> ::Sees Ian, and point their weapons at him:: Stop!!!
YEOJensen says:
CO: Evacuation of deck 4 complete ... all none essential personnel have been removed.
TO_Novack says:
@::walks over to XO::
EO_Tiraz says:
@*XO*: Sir..  Orders?
XOMorgan says:
@Balza: We just want to help ::gets up slowly showing open hands::
CIV_Ian says:
::Tesla is creeping up on Balza...  10 meters away....   8 meters...  ::
ENSBrooks says:
@:: looks up:: EO: the fire came from where the XO's last position was
Host COspencer says:
CMO: the planet? In what way       Yeoman : Thank you Jensen ::smiles at his quick abilities::
Dr_Balza says:
@XO: Tell your men to back down... ::Sees an animal, points weapon at it:: And what is that thing!!!!
EO_Tiraz says:
@Brooks: Okay..
CMO_Loren says:
@<Dr. Collins> Dr. McMurdo, please control your friend. ::points::
XOMorgan says:
@*EO*:  The situation is under control.  Stay where you are.
CIV_Ian says:
@::Tesla sees the weapon point at him and scampers back into the brush::
YEOJensen says:
::nods at the Captain and continues to examine the sensor return frowning deeply::
EO_Tiraz says:
@*XO*: What about the lifesigns sir?
DrYabran says:
@Balza ::whispers:: They want to establish a colony here... I wonder...  ::checks his disruptor::
CMO_Loren says:
*Syon* In what way is the planet harming our ship?
XOMorgan says:
@*EO*: I'd say we've found the lifesigns...
CE_Susman says:
*Engineers*: Ok. I want everyone here. We need to fix this thing and get back to spacedock immediatelly, if the Captain let us. This ship will not take anything any longer! MOVE MOVE MOVE!!!!!
Dr_Balza says:
@Yabran: ::Whispers:: They can't, they won't!!!
Host COspencer says:
::stands there listening in::  FCO: Get a quick scan of the area around the away team
YEOJensen says:
ACTION: The Breech seems to be slowly spreading to decks 3 & 5 ... very slowly, but spreading none the less.
CIV_Ian says:
@:;Collins: He is safe, Dr.....   but he is trying to protect us and I am not sure that I can control him in this situation.
XOMorgan says:
@Balza:  Please we only want to help...you've been out of contact since the begining of the War.
TO_Novack says:
@XO: looks like we found life signs...are they hostile?
FCO_Kim says:
CO: yes sir
EO_Tiraz says:
@:: scans into the field.. :: *XO*: Aye sir.. holding position.
CMO_Loren says:
CO: Something unusual is being emanated from the planet.
CE_Susman says:
:: goes to a wall nearby. Opens it and takes an EVA suit. Puts it on.  ::
Dr_Balza says:
@XO: You should have stayed out of contact!!! ::Doesn't trust the XO::
Host COspencer says:
:;moves to Loren quick:: CMO: What is it?
CIV_Ian says:
::Ian continues to hug the ground... no sense in getting HIS head blown off::
TO_Novack says:
@::takes a hard look at the people totting disruptors::
XOMorgan says:
@::looks at TO::  TO:  That remains to be seen.
YEOJensen says:
*CEO*/CO: Captain, I believe the hull breech is slowly spreading to decks 3 and 5 ... I am placing emergency forcefields in the affected sections.
FCO_Kim says:
CO: the area about the away team is mostly rocks sir, I can't get a clear count on how many people might be there
EO_Tiraz says:
@:: scans again:: *XO*: Sir.. Your right..
Host COspencer says:
::looks over at him:: Yeoman: Yes.. good idea Jensen... ::swears under her breath::
CE_Susman says:
:: takes an Engineering Kit and some phaser cutters :: 
ENSBrooks says:
@::sits up::
Host COspencer says:
FCO: Spread it out.. the scans.. what is around that area?
XOMorgan says:
@Balza:  I understand that things may have been rough on you and your people, but we are here to offer any aid you require if you need it.
EO_Tiraz says:
@:: Stands up.  Looks to Brooks: Brooks: Are you okay?
CMO_Loren says:
@<Dr. Collins> Balza: And medical assistance.
CE_Susman says:
:: listens to the Yeoman :: *Jensen*: Noted. Working on it.
ENSBrooks says:
@EO: yes sir ::stands up::
EO_Tiraz says:
@:: picks up Engineering toolkit::
CMO_Loren says:
CO: Uncertain.
Host COspencer says:
CMO: Well it must be something. a weapon or a butterfly Loren? What do you think it is?
Dr_Balza says:
@ ::Frowns::
CMO_Loren says:
CO: Vulcans do not guess, Captain. I am working on a solution.
EO_Tiraz says:
@:: Continues to scan the area again::
YEOJensen says:
::tries to coordinate efforts on the ship while the Captain and CMO concentrate on the AT::
ENSBrooks says:
@::takes tricorder in her hand and scans some more::
DrYabran says:
@Balza: Maybe we can talk to the guy.
Host COspencer says:
::sighs and pats him on the back:: CMO: Yes I had forgotten.. well give me your best.. guess when you have one..
CIV_Ian says:
@:;Tesla sees no way to sneak up on Balza.. too much clear ground.. he slowly heads back towards the AT::
TO_Novack says:
@XO:: sir...i have something tell you in private, sir
Dr_Balza says:
@Yabran: Maybe.
Host COspencer says:
FCO: A report yet on those scans?
EO_Tiraz says:
@*XO*: What do you want me to do sir?
CE_Susman says:
:: once done, as the rest of the engineers come, joins the group and starts to enter the affected area ::
CMO_Loren says:
Computer: Please analyze harmonic dissonance on ship and correlate with interference with ship's sensors from planet
XOMorgan says:
@::starts to walk towards Balza slowly keeping his hands in plain site::  Balza: Please, let's talk.
DrYabran says:
@::looks at several others' faces... they are beginning to have doubts, several of them were never in agreement with this course of action in the first place::
FCO_Kim says:
CO: unknown sir.
Host COspencer says:
*CEO* How are we doing Mr Susman?  Are we in one piece?
CE_Susman says:
Engineers: Ok. This will be hard... 
Host COspencer says:
::tired of hearing un-known::  FCO Try harder please...
XOMorgan says:
TO:  Say away...
YEOJensen says:
ACTION: Forcefields sparkle as the Emergency Bulkheads move aside for the CEO's teams to move in.  In some spots the officers can see out into space.
CE_Susman says:
*CO*: Still, Captain. I suggest to leave the lower orbit and go back to the Standard orbit.
CE_Susman says:
Self: Oh oh....
CE_Susman says:
Self: This will fall soon
Host COspencer says:
*CEO* AYE*
TO_Novack says:
@XO: look at their weapons, they’re disruptors, not Federation made...aren't they supposed to have federation weapons for self defense?
CMO_Loren says:
<Computer> There is a correlation between ship's instability and magnetic field on planet.
Host COspencer says:
FCO: Take us up out of our present orbit.. fly her high Mr.
XOMorgan says:
@TO:  After five years on their own, I am not all that surprised.
Dr_Balza says:
@ ::Considers pointing his weapon at the XO, then sets it on stun, and holsters it, walking out slowly::
FCO_Kim says:
CO: aye sir
Host COspencer says:
COM AWAY TEAM: REPORT Mr Morgan
CE_Susman says:
Engineers: Start melting! The saucer will not take it
CMO_Loren says:
CO: That would seem to be the logical course of action, given the computer's analysis.
FCO_Kim says:
::takes the ship higher::
EO_Tiraz says:
@:: scans the area:: *XO*:  Sir?
Dr_Balza says:
@ ::Nods at the others to have their weapons ready... just in case::
Dr_Balza says:
@ XO: Fine then... let's talk.
XOMorgan says:
@*CO*:  Situation under control sir.  I am attempting to talk to what appears to be the head of the science party.
Host COspencer says:
CMO: Yes logic always wins does it not?
FCO_Kim says:
CO: sir the area around the away team is mountains.
TO_Novack says:
@XO: did you hear what i said?
ENSBrooks says:
@EO: I think we should go to where the XO last position was.
YEOJensen says:
CO: The Chief's teams are moving into place now ....
CMO_Loren says:
:: nods to Captain ::
CE_Susman says:
*Bridge* Susman to the Bridge, Captain if someone feels vibrations on the bridge move to command crew to Main Engineering. 
Host COspencer says:
COM: AWAY team: Thank you Morgan.. keep me in touch.. please
EO_Tiraz says:
@:: Looks very worried because XO hasn’t contacted him:: Brooks: Do you think so?  He said to stay here though.
Host COspencer says:
*CEO* Oh Great  .. ::looks at the bridge crew:: ALL: Did you hear that?
XOMorgan says:
@TO:  Yes I did.  Take Ens. Tiraz and Brooks back to the shuttle and wait for my orders.
Dr_Balza says:
@ ::Waits impatiently for the XO to respond::
TO_Novack says:
@XO: sir, I respectfully object the orders, sir
YEOJensen says:
::hears the CEO's coms:: CO: Captain, I am rerouting secondary bridge functions to Main Engineering ... Primary function can be moved at a moments notice.
ENSBrooks says:
@EO: I believe we should
CE_Susman says:
:: turns the Phaser cutter and sets it to melt. Starts melting the bulkheads on the hull so they take the vibration more time ::
XOMorgan says:
@Balza:  Where would you like to talk?
EO_Tiraz says:
@:: Finally hears XO's orders.. :: Brooks: I'll follow you back to the shuttle.
Dr_Balza says:
@XO: Here, is fine.
CIV_Ian says:
@:;Still in intimate contact with the turf.. Tesla creeps up about 2 meters away::
Host COspencer says:
Jensen: Thank you....
XOMorgan says:
@Balza:  Very good.
EO_Tiraz thinks:  @:: Follows Brooks back to the shutlle::
CMO_Loren says:
CO: I suggest we ask the science team on the planet to cut the magnetic interference.
TO_Novack says:
@::takes EO and Brooks with me back to shuttle::
ENSBrooks says:
@::thinks, what in the world is the XO thinking::
Host COspencer says:
FCO: Mountains.. See what is around those Mountains.. keep scanning in a full circle outwards until you see something that may interest us..
XOMorgan says:
@TO:  That's an order Ensign.  This situation has the potential to turn violent, and I don't want to lose more people than necessary.
Host COspencer says:
CMO: How do you suggest we do that Loren? :;looks interested::
TO_Novack says:
@EO: let's go, we better get you back to shuttle
Dr_Balza says:
@XO: All right, first of all... why is the Federation here, and what are their intentions about this planet?
EO_Tiraz says:
@:TO: Aye sir.
FCO_Kim says:
CO: yes sir
CIV_Ian says:
@::hmmm, seems safe... slowly stands up...  ::
TO_Novack says:
@::takes EO and Brooks by arms and walk them toward the shuttle::
ENSBrooks says:
@TO: yes sir
EO_Tiraz says:
@:: Follows TO  back to the shuttle::
XOMorgan says:
@Balza:  As I said, we are only here to check on the status of the science party that was left here five years ago.
Dr_Balza says:
@ ::Gestures around:: XO: Well... here we are.
FCO_Kim says:
::keeps scanning::
CIV_Ian says:
@::scans Balza and his companions looking for anything out of the ordinary::
ENSBrooks says:
@::follows the TO back to the shuttle look over her shoulder the whole time::
TO_Novack says:
@::arriving at the shuttle, and gestures EO and Brooks enter the shuttle:":"
EO_Tiraz says:
@:: Enters shuttle and puts Engineering toolkit down::
DrYabran says:
@::keeps his disruptor pointed at the Federation guys, as well as the others, but everyone is more interested about what Morgan has to say than fighting::
XOMorgan says:
@Balza: Do you or any of your party require medical attention?  We have a trained physician with us.
CE_Susman says:
:: stops to melt :: I think this is done... 
Dr_Balza says:
@ XO: No... we are all perfectly fine, thank you.
YEOJensen says:
*CEO*: Chief, Internal sensors do not detect any further spread of the hull breech beyond decks 3, 4 & 5.
EO_Tiraz says:
@Brooks: That was scary!
ENSBrooks says:
@::enters the shuttle::
TO_Novack says:
@::enters the shuttle::
CE_Susman says:
:: melted the bulkhead enough so it doesn’t fall on anyone ::
Host COspencer says:
COM: Away Team: Morgan is there anyway you can cut the interference we are having?  It is wrecking chaos with our ship
XOMorgan says:
@Balza:  I am glad to hear that.
EO_Tiraz says:
@TO:  What happened sir?
TO_Novack says:
@EO: are you aright?
EO_Tiraz says:
@TO: Yes
XOMorgan says:
@*CO*:  I'll see what I can do.
TO_Novack says:
@EO: we were under fire by that darn scientific team
Dr_Balza says:
@ ::Nods:: XO: Good.
CE_Susman says:
*Jensen* A good notice, at last. I think you can stay on the bridge.
FCO_Kim says:
CO: sir the away team is surrounded by mountains, there is the AT+26 in there area, and there is a magnetic field in the mountains
ENSBrooks says:
@EO: maybe it was, maybe it wasn't. but i don't like the idea of the XO by himself.
EO_Tiraz says:
@:TO: Yikes.
YEOJensen says:
::follows the CEO's progress on Internal sensors and nods approvingly::
TO_Novack says:
@EO: that is before we were able to indentify ourselves
XOMorgan says:
@Balza:  Do you have any knowledge about the interference in this area?
Host COspencer says:
FCO: Thank you,..
EO_Tiraz says:
@Brooks: I totally agree with you.
Host COspencer says:
*CEO* Report Mr Susman.. how are we doing?
CE_Susman says:
*Jensen* Please send me a security team to investigate this matter. This couldn't happen... There isn't a Borg cube cutting us out there.
EO_Tiraz says:
@:: Sits down at the FCO post.. ::
TO_Novack says:
@EO: well let's scan the area anyway now that we’re in shuttle
YEOJensen says:
*CEO*: Understood Chief ....
CE_Susman says:
*CO*: We're safe for now. The Yeoman can tell you some. I'm going to investigate what caused this thing.
EO_Tiraz says:
@TO: Aye.. I was about to sir.
TO_Novack says:
@EO: i still want to keep an  eye on XO
Host COspencer says:
::moves to Jensen:: *CEO* alright.. thank you
ENSBrooks says:
@:: sits down on a chair::
EO_Tiraz says:
@:: uses shuttles sensors to scan the area::
TO_Novack says:
@Brooks: can you find anything on scanners that might be of valuable info?
YEOJensen says:
*Sec*: Security Team Alpha, you are assigned to Chief Engineer Susman, deck four, section 13.
EO_Tiraz says:
@:: Looks back to Brooks and smiles..  then Back to the scans::
YEOJensen says:
::nods at the Captain::
CMO_Loren says:
:: med team treats minor injuries caused by breach::
Dr_Balza says:
@XO: There is no way around the magnetic field. It is created by a mineral in the mountains around us...
YEOJensen says:
CO: The breech seems to be holding on decks 3, 4, & 5.
ENSBrooks says:
@TO: looking sir.
TO_Novack says:
@EO:  how is XO and that trigger happy scientist>
Host COspencer says:
::stands watching and waiting:: YEOMAN: and any word on if we are out of danger?
ENSBrooks says:
@::scans the area that may be useful::
XOMorgan says:
@Balza:  Thank you.
YEOJensen says:
::pulls it on the master system monitor and points:: CO: Here, here, and here ... the hull plates seem to have been weakened somehow.
Dr_Balza says:
@XO: You're welcome.
EO_Tiraz says:
@TO: Sir.  No change yet.
Host COspencer says:
::bends over his console:: YEOMAN: I  see..  ::frowns::
TO_Novack says:
@EO: thank you, tell me if the status has changed
CIV_Ian says:
@XO: Yes... The minerals in the mountain are unlike anything I have seen.....  fascinating....
CMO_Loren says:
*SO Anderson* Please analyze mineral from planet to ascertain a way around the interference it is causing on our ship.
CE_Susman says:
:: enters a Jefferies tube and goes up to deck 4 :: Self: Let's... see.. what happened up there........Bloody stairs
ENSBrooks says:
@TO: we can not use anything to our advantage, sir.
TO_Novack says:
@::takes position behind the tactical station on the shuttle::
EO_Tiraz says:
@:: Gets a scanner Lock on the XO an others..:: XO: Aye.. I have them Locked on sensors.
XOMorgan says:
@Balza:  Are all the members of the science party still alive?  We have transmissions from family and friends, if you are willing to allow us to transmit them.
Dr_Balza says:
@XO: But... what I really want to know is... what does the Federation want with this planet?
YEOJensen says:
CO: Unknown what caused it ... although, as the CEO pointed out.  The damage is similar to a Borg cutting tool.
TO_Novack says:
@EO: do you trust that scientist?
Host COspencer says:
YEO:  What? I did not hear that..  ::almost swears again   and looks over to the FCO::  FCO: Any kind of material in the mountains. elements.. different than what we know of ?
XOMorgan says:
@XO:  The Federation has no special designs on this planet, although the mineral might be of intrest to the R&D folks.
DrYabran says:
@::words like "family" and "friends" don'g go lost in the other members of the scientific team... Yabran can see most of them flinch::
EO_Tiraz says:
@TO: Well..  :: sighs::  Not really...
CMO_Loren says:
<SO Anderson> *CMO*: Mineral is unlike any we have seen.
YEOJensen says:
::nods at the CO:: CO: Of course, sir .....
Dr_Balza says:
@XO: None have died.
TO_Novack says:
@EO: that's it..i have a funny feeling about this
FCO_Kim says:
CO: I can't get a clear reading through the magnetic field but everything around it is the same
EO_Tiraz says:
@:: shakes his head:: TO: Me too..  ::looks to Brooks::
Host COspencer says:
::sighs: FCO: Fine..
ENSBrooks says:
@::looks at the sensors while listening to every word exchanged by the XO and Balza::
TO_Novack says:
@Brooks: what about you?
EO_Tiraz says:
@:: Brooks What do you think?
Host COspencer says:
::moves to Loren: CMO: I think it is time for our away team to come home.. we need full reports..
XOMorgan says:
@Balza:  I am curious by your interest in the Federations plans for the planet.  You were originally from a mining survey correct?  Plans have probably not changed much.
ENSBrooks says:
@EO/TO: I think that something might happen, and happen soon.
CMO_Loren says:
<SO Anderson> *CMO*: We can't change the properties of the mineral but we change our ship's harmonics.
CE_Susman says:
:: takes out the tricorder as he reaches the Deck 4 tube :: Stairs.. short space tubes... Those of the ASDB will listen me... once..... and for all.... uhhh...
CMO_Loren says:
CO: Do you want them back?
EO_Tiraz says:
@:: looks to TO::TO: What do you want to do?
TO_Novack says:
@EO, Brooks: that's it...we have to keep an eye on XO...for now....isn't it tough to sit and do nothing but scan the area repeatedly>
CE_Susman :: scans the deck tube :: (tricorder.wav)
Dr_Balza says:
@XO: Correct, we were originally from a mining survey.
Host COspencer says:
::holds up her hand:: CMO: Let’s see where they are  
COM: AWAY TEAM: Respond Morgan
XOMorgan says:
@*CO*:  Go ahead sir.
ENSBrooks says:
@::puts fist to mouth:: TO: i am keeping a close ear and eye on the XO right now.
Dr_Balza says:
@XO: This planet is not meant for mining... we cannot allow you to mine it.
CIV_Ian says:
@XO: I may have enough data to allow a sensor adjustment to at least minimize the interference, Commander...
XOMorgan says:
@Balza: What do you mean, not meant for mining?
Host COspencer says:
COM: AWAY Team: Morgan , how are we coming along. we have ::lowers her voice:: traumas going on up here and I need answers
XOMorgan says:
@*CO*:  Working on it sir.
CMO_Loren says:
:: SO Anderson sends information on modulating ship's shields to adjust to magnetic properties of mineral to CMO and CE::
ENSBrooks says:
@TO: do you have a lock on the XO and his party?
CE_Susman says:
*Jensen*: Mr. Jensen, would you mind to remove the force field from the Jefferies Tube access?
EO_Tiraz says:
@TO: Yes..  Anything you want to do?   I was thinking of getting the shuttlecraft ready to take off and go to them and beam them up..   If necessary... I mean.
XOMorgan says:
@::whispered:: Civ:  Please do so, send it to the shuttle and ship if you can.
YEOJensen says:
*CEO*: Whatever you say chief .... ::taps the proper commands::
TO_Novack says:
@EO: good idea...start up the shuttle and have it on standby
EO_Tiraz says:
@Brooks: I have them locked.
Dr_Balza says:
@ ::Frowns:: XO: There is a... race here, an underground race... you cannot mine here... because it will disrupt their way of life, and possibly kill some of them.
CE_Susman (forcefld.wav)
CIV_Ian says:
@XO: Okay...   ::transmits sensor calibration recommendations to the shuttle and Elara with a priority tag::
CE_Susman says:
Good. :: Enters Deck 4 ::
EO_Tiraz says:
@TO: Aye sir..   :: Prepares shuttlecraft to take off.. just in case we're needed ::
ENSBrooks says:
@EO/TO: we may have trouble coming soon.
CMO_Loren says:
@<Dr. Collins> XO: then why has the science team stayed here?
Host COspencer says:
COM: AWAY: Make it snappy Morgan ::regrets her words as she snaps them at him::
TO_Novack says:
@::brings the phaser and shields online on standby::
XOMorgan says:
@Balza:  What sort of race? ::becoming a little concerned at Balza's insistence::
EO_Tiraz says:
@:: looks back to Brooks with surprise:: Brooks: What do you mean?
TO_Novack says:
@EO/Brooks: I am bringing on phasers and shields on standby
XOMorgan says:
@*CO*:  I'm doing my best sir.
EO_Tiraz says:
@:: Turns back to sensor scans:: TO: Aye.
TO_Novack says:
@Brooks: specify
CE_Susman says:
Engineers/Security team: ......This is a mess.. Well, start looking for something. I don't want any Borg, Ferengi, alien... nothing but the craps. Good luck!
Dr_Balza says:
@XO: They are an "arachnid-based" race...
ENSBrooks says:
@EO: I am not sure. hopefully I did not misinterpreted what Balza said.
Host COspencer says:
COM: AWAY: Yes I know that.. continue..  ::goes and sits down.. reading her console ::
TO_Novack says:
@Brooks: did you get anything from the starship?
XOMorgan says:
@Balza:  And you've had prolonged contact with them?
CMO_Loren says:
::thinks about the insect-race encountered by the Titan::
ENSBrooks says:
@TO: negative
EO_Tiraz says:
@:: Looks to TO and then back to sensor scans of the shuttle::
Dr_Balza says:
@XO: Correct.
CE_Susman says:
:: scans the section for something ::
Host COspencer says:
CMO: Loren you have a funny look on your face. Everything alright?
CMO_Loren says:
CO: We have discovered modulations in our shields which can adjust to the disturbing properties of the planet's mineral.
XOMorgan says:
@Balza:  Are these arachnids indigenous to the planet, and how would mining have an impact on them?
TO_Novack says:
@EO/Brooks: well i am receiving some info on interference
EO_Tiraz says:
@ :: looks to the TO: TO: What is it?
YEOJensen says:
::checks on the CEO's progress from the OPS console::
Host COspencer says:
CMO: Alright  check with Susman.. see if it is safe to try
TO_Novack says:
@EO/Brooks: Ian just sent me some info on how to recalibrate the sensors to see through the interference
Dr_Balza says:
@XO: As far as I know, they are indigenous to the planet... and, you fool, like I said, they live underground! If we mined, we would possibly destroy their colonies... everything they have worked for!!!
ENSBrooks says:
@TO: ok sir ::continues to listen to the conversation::
EO_Tiraz says:
@TO: Will you handle it? Or shall I?
TO_Novack says:
@EO/Brooks: can you analyze the info and calibrate sensors?
CMO_Loren says:
*CE* Have you received the suggested shield modifications the science department sent to you?
CE_Susman (tricorder.wav)
XOMorgan says:
@Balza:  Then they are sentient?
EO_Tiraz says:
@TO: I'm on it sir!
Dr_Balza says:
@XO: Yes.
CE_Susman says:
*Loren*: Impossible, Doctor. I'm not at Engineering. 
TO_Novack says:
@EO: good...you're a good officer
ENSBrooks says:
@TO: I can try sir, working on it now.
YEOJensen says:
ACTION: The CEO's scans reveal nothing but damaged metal fragments.
EO_Tiraz says:
@:: Smiles at TO: TO: Thanks sir
TO_Novack says:
Brooks: you're doing well can you help EO out?
CMO_Loren says:
*CE* Science has discovered shield modulations that can counter the effects of the planet's interference.
ENSBrooks says:
@TO: yes sir
CE_Susman says:
:: Thinks: Nothing... Well. I'll leave them work on this ::
TO_Novack says:
@EO: tell me if something changes in sensors
XOMorgan says:
@*CO*:  Sir we may have a problem here.
ENSBrooks says:
@::works on the info::
CE_Susman says:
*Loren* I'm going to the bridge, Doctor. Wait me a minute, please.
XOMorgan says:
@Balza:  Could you take me to meet with these Arachnids?
Host COspencer says:
::raises an eyebrow at the CEO remark::  *CEO* Well can you find out if one of your eng have received it.. I know your busy Susman.. but we need the answer and now
EO_Tiraz says:
@:: Recalibrates the sensors.. Sees nothing different:: TO: Nothing..   :: hits console::
TO_Novack says:
@*XO*: good news, sir
Dr_Balza says:
@ ::Pauses for a moment::
Host COspencer says:
COM AWAY: What  Morgan.. what kind of problem?
ENSBrooks says:
@EO: here let me try a little
EO_Tiraz says:
@:: Tries again to recalibrate.. Looks to Brooks:: Brooks: Please do.
XOMorgan says:
@*CO*:  A prime directive kind of problem.
TO_Novack says:
@*XO*: recently Ian sent us info on recalibrating sensors to see past the interference, unfortunately, we have nothing to report on it, sir
CE_Susman says:
Engineers/Sec Team: Ok. Continue working. I've to take care of them :: points upstairs ::
XOMorgan says:
@*TO*:  Keep trying
ENSBrooks says:
@::recalibrates the sensors some more, trying her hardest::
CE_Susman says:
:: almost sarcastically :: *CO*: I received them, Captain. I'm working on it
TO_Novack says:
@EO/Brooks: you heard XO, keep trying...
Host COspencer says:
COM: XO: Oh one of those.. well lets have lunch..  DANG it Morgan.. I am sure we have a prime directive problem.. ::pauses::  Get up here and give me a report  stat
YEOJensen says:
::looks up at the CEO's tone and glances at the Captain::
ENSBrooks says:
@TO: doing that even as we speak sir.
Host COspencer says:
*CEO* : Check that tone I will await your report
EO_Tiraz says:
@:: runs level 4 diagnostics on shuttles sensors :: TO: Aye sir..  Running diagnostic on sensors now.
XOMorgan says:
@*CO*:  Aye sir.
Dr_Balza says:
@XO: Of course... but that would breach the Prime Directive...
CE_Susman says:
Engineers/Sec Team: I want a team of 6 engineers with the Security team. The rest, to your duties. That’s all
XOMorgan says:
@Balza: I'd say your contact with them has already done that.
CIV_Ian says:
@::still scanning and trying to figure out how to bypass the interference::
Dr_Balza says:
@XO: We had no choice... we were trapped here. You... however... do.
Host BlancaAGM says:
<<<<<<<<<PAUSE GRYPHON MISSION>>>>>>>>>
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